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Social Beat is a full service digital agency 
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Some of  the Real Estate clients we work with



Social Beat is a thought leader in digital marketing for real estate

Social Beat at the Economic Times Real 
Estate Conference in New Delhi, 2014 

Social Beat in the NDTV Property Show, Jan 2015 talking about 
GOSF and trends in Real Estate 



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

53% of overall real estate transactions

(worth Rs. 2,58,000 Cr.)
are being influenced by the Internet today



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

But what percentage of your marketing spend is 
digital?

A. <10%
B. 10-30%
C. 30-50%
D. 50%+



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?What percentage of your spend is digital?

A.<10%
B. 10-30%

C. 30-50%
D. 50%+

There is clearly a mismatch, 
which is why we are all here.



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

What are the current digital budget allocations?

- Paid Ads: 90-100%
- Content marketing: 0-10%



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

Should we do content marketing?



Reasons to seriously consider content marketing

 Leads/Sales over a long-term from a new channel

 Reach users who use Ad-blocking

 Get organic traffic / SEO

 Ad Fatigue



Content Marketing produces results

Source: NeilPatel



Content marketing producing results – A case study



One of  the first few real estate digital marketing content articles we created



Search rankings and traffic apart, content marketing done right 
also brings business results



Earned media like content marketing has more sustained long-term impact

Source: NeilPatel



Inbound marketing through content helps reduce ad fatigue and needs to be a 

key part of  the digital strategy



Content Marketing is key to SEO

ORGANIC 
TRAFFIC & 

CONVERSIO
N GROWTH

Understanding 
what users 

want

Engaging

content

Backlinks + Social 
Media + 

Advertising

Website + UX  + 
technical
elements



Your website without content



Your website WITH CONTENT



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

How should we approach content marketing



Source: http://www.exacttarget.com/blog/50-content-marketing-stats/

http://www.exacttarget.com/blog/50-content-marketing-stats/




How do you make your content stand out from the crowd?



What is 10x content?

“Content that is 10 times better than the best 
result that can currently be found in the search 
results for a given keyword phrase or topic.”

Source - Moz

https://moz.com/blog/why-good-unique-content-needs-to-die-whiteboard-friday


The three-step framework to creating “10x Content”

IDEATE

CREATE

AMPLIFY



Finding the Content Marketing sweet spot



Read your audience’s minds - Find questions they are looking for 

answers to, content that they would find valuable 

 Use tools like Quora, AnswerThePublic, Real Estate Forums

 Talk to your sales team to understand common customer pain points and concerns

 Use the Google Keyword planner to ensure sufficient search volume



Content Creation – Find the most successful content around your topic and make 

it 10x better

IDEATE

CREATE

AMPLIFY



Research your topic, do a competitive analysis and find the most successful content 

around the topic

Use different keyword variations on Google Search to identify top content on the topic



Use a tool like Buzzsumo to identify the most shared content on the topic



Then make your content better than any other top content out there

Make it longer,  
more detailed and 

thorough

Make it more up-
to-date

Include better 
visuals – Images,  

Infographics, 
Videos

Ensure low page 
load time and an 

enhanced UX



Data shows that long form content with images work best

Long-form content (> 2000 words) tends to rank 
higher in search results than short-form content

Source - Hubspot

Content With At Least One Image Ranks 
Higher Than Content That Lacks an Image



Your content needs to be 10x better than any other top content out there!

Wrong Question:
“How do I make something as good as this?”

Right Question:
“How do I make something 10x better than 
any of these?”



Case Study:

1 million articles analysed to research the results of  what content types get shared most



Content Types to explore

Videos

Infographics

Webinars

Tools

Lists

How To

Why posts

Research Reports

Surveys & Quizzes



List posts tend to work well and need to be relevant to the target audience



List posts tend to work well and need to be relevant to the target audience



Answer key audience questions



Give them valuable resources they would want to refer and keep



Housing.com is leveraging infographics at its best



Tools are an excellent content marketing medium to drive relevant traffic and keep 

users engaged

EMI & Amortization schedule calculator Home Loan Eligibility Calculator



Different types of  tools can be thought through based on customer needs

Stamp duty calculator Rate comparison calculator



Unique proprietary tools like Zillow’s Zestimate can bring in a lot of  relevant traffic



Create content for customers at each section of  their purchase journey

Top 10 Interior designers in Chennai

Top CBSE Schools in ChennaiTop home décor trends in 2016

Union Budget 2016: Pros & Cons for the 
Real Estate Sector

Why you should buy property in pre-
launch

Real Estate vs Stocks

Owning vs Renting

10 Things to check before you buy a 
property

The complete pre-possession checklist 
for your new home

Real Estate vs Gold

Top 12 Vegetarian Restaurants in Chennai

Why Narasapura is an excellent 
investment 



How do I know my content is 10x?

Three Key “10x  Content” Validation 

Questions to ask

 Does the content cover the topic in 

absolute thorough detail, with better 

visuals, than any other content on the 

web?

 Does the blog have an excellent User 

Experience?

 If  I was my target audience, would I 

find this content valuable enough to link 

to it or share it? 



Amplification is key to getting your content in front of  the right audience

IDEATE

CREATE

AMPLIFY



Content Marketing is not only about content creation

Content 
Marketing

Ideation + Creation + Publishing



Content Amplification is key to your content being found

Content 
Marketing

Ideation + Creation + Publishing=
+

Promotion



Content Amplification requires as much time, if  not more, than content creation

Source – Neil Patel



Some avenues for content amplification that you could use

 Promote on Social Networks

 Use LinkedIn Ads, Facebook Ads & Promoted Tweets

 Notify your email list

 Respond to questions on Quora, Reddit, comment on blogs, take part in 
industry forums

 Leverage the reach of influencers

Read our blog on Content Amplification Techniques

http://influencer.in/
http://www.socialbeat.in/2015/03/20/13-content-amplification-strategies-to-effectively-promote-your-content/


Platforms like Influencer can help in blogger outreach for content amplification as 

well as with User Generated Content



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

Content Marketing as a Lead Generation Channel



Content Marketing could also be used as a lead generation medium by using content 

recommendation platforms like Taboola



E-books can be an effective source for lead generation



Content Marketing – how should one approach it?

What Should we expect from Content Marketing?



A lot of  companies invest in content marketing thinking this is how it works



This is how it really works! 



Q&A

Email: rohit@socialbeat.in

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/rohituttamchandani

Twitter: @r_uttamchandani

http://www.socialbeat.in/
mailto:Rohit@socialbeat.in
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohituttamchandani

